Beer Tasting Notes — Imported Beers

Arco Beer
Zwickel Bier (Pilsner) - on Tab & Bottles
A pure pilsner, hazy and unfiltered, combine to a flavourful lager with a bread, honey
and gentle malt character with a slight hop bitterness and citrus aromatics. With in
natural carbonation the beer is left unfiltered for a noticeable yeasty haze.
Pilsner - in Bottles
A fine filtered Pilsner, elegant sparkling, aromatic with fine dry, yet smooth bitter
hops. An immensely drinkable example of Bavarian Artisan Brewers
Schloss Hell Lager - on Tab & in Bottles
Bright, crisp slightly dry Lager with notes of fruity components and honey, yet subtle bitterness and pleasant
after taste.
Erdinger Weissbier - on Tab & in Bottles
Erdinger Weissbier is a golden cloudy wheat beer made from wheat and barley, hops,
water and yeast, thus adhering to the purity law from 1567. This classic wheat beer
shows a harmonious balance of gently spiced wheat and yeast aromas blended with
mildly bitter hops. The invigorating carbon dioxide ensures its typical liveliness. A
premium beer whose full-bodied yet elegant character leaves a lasting impression of this
truly unique wheat beer!
DAB—Dortmunder Aktien Brauerei - on Tab
This Dortmunder Lager was created in answer to the Bohemian Pilsner and the
Munich light Lagers. It has a malty character, yet maintaining a Pilsner-like hop profile.
A nice straw gold colour with a white head and an aroma of sweet light malt, slightly
bready, moderately fruity, and the hops with a floral nose. This beer is very drinkable
and refreshingly crisp. It has a great hop flavour and leaves a clean finish.
Köstritzer Schwarzbier (Black Lager) - on Tab
This black Lager pours black with a one finger head, and taste is very smooth with
flavours of roasted Malt and hints of Chocolate and Caramel. A very tasty Beer with
low bitterness and dry finish.

Becks Bier - in Bottles
The original Beck’s Beer is a classic German lager with full bodied taste, a fresh “hoppy”
bouquet and golden colour. It has slightly fruity but form crispness with a dry clean finish
and a full rich head

Löwen Bräu Original — in Bottles
A bottom fermented Munich style Beer with slight malty, yet aromatic taste and mild
Hops undertone. Light and golden in colour, the beer features a compact and
“creamy” head.

Radeberger Pilsner - in Bottles
A top fermented easy to drink clean beer with bright gold colours. Balanced malt
flavours with a bit of hop spice and a floral bouquet, this beer features a white head
and a steady stream of tiny bubbles.

Heineken Lager - in Bottles
a pale, golden lager with moderate head, which quickly fades. Taste is light bodied with
malty notes and fruity yeast undertones and a nice balance of hop bitterness. It is best
drunk very cold.

Budějovický Budvar Imported Lager - in Bottles
a slightly darker amber colour beer with a thin, white head. A nose with fine malted
barley and hops dominates the scent, whilst the taste can be described as nice, clean,
crisp and refreshing with a bitter finish and slightly hoppy notes.

Also offered by the German Club are three alcohol free Beers
Erdinger Alkohol Free - a pale beeer with 0.5% alcohol content and a sweetish banana like taste. At first
you get a full rounded taste, underlined by grainy, cereal undertones. The taste disappears rather quickly
Gerstel - non alcoholic beer brewed by Eichbaum Brewery from Mannheim. Strong honey taste with some
tannic bitterness. Undertones of barley quickly dissipate in the mouth.
Karamalz - a brewed non alcoholic beverage as it is not fermented. Made from Barley Malt, Maltose, Hops
and Water. Malty taste, rich and filling with a slight bitterness of hops. Sweeter than beers but enjoyable when
consumed cold.

